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Quality Monitoring &
Speech Analytics
Evaluate sentiment and take real time decisions
using artificial intelligence

Extract value from sentiments
Speech analytics is the process of analyzing voice
recordings, email/chat transcripts or live
customer interactions via speech recognition to
find useful information and provide quality
assurance. Speech analytics identifies words and
analyzes audio patterns to detect emotions and
stress in a speaker's voice.
Thanks to machine learning models, the speech
analytics process can automatically extract the
relevant features of an interaction in real time,
such as emotions or mood variation levels,
abnormal silence (hesitation) and talkover periods.

Collab has natively integrated market leading
speech recognition capabilities into OneContact
Quality Monitoring.
This technology examines calls and assesses both
the agent and customer’s tone; it transcripts
voice into text to extract relevant information
such as intents expressed through keyword
trends or areas that need improvement. The
results are indexed, searchable and can be used
to improve customer experience and identify
selling opportunities.
Speech Analytics allows you to turn data
interactions into insights, providing a better
understanding of what is truly happening in
the Contact Center. Another purpose of this
tool is to evaluate agent performance and,
besides human agents, it can also be
integrated with IVR and AI bots.

Speech Analytics
Highlights
Data insights
For a bigger picture of the
contact center. Analyze global
insights like sentiment
distribution, talkover and silence
periods, overall sentiment of the
interaction, word cloud with the
most used words during the
interaction, improper language
and others

Extract Meaning
& Intent
Thanks to Sentiment
Analysis it's possible to
detect irregularities in the
interaction and assess the
overall sentiments.

Interactions history
Browse, filter and analyze all the
interactions with recording and
transcription, detection of key
words and improper language.

Data insights

Classification Analysis:
Overview of the top
categories used in all contact
center interactions. You can
define which categories you
want to be automatically
identified by the bot by
suggesting a set of keywords
and ideas
Word Trends/Word Cloud:
you can view the most
frequent words used during
all the interactions with the
possibility to filter by weeks
and months or see it as a
cluster of keywords.

Sentiment Distribution:
a graph to assess the overall
sentiments expressed in the
interactions.

Interactions history
Monitor the interactions by
filtering the ones that might
require attention (marked in red).
This dashboard includes useful
searchable information about
each interaction, such as duration,
silence percentages or the
campaign in question.

When selecting a specific
interaction, the tool provides an
audio recording that you can
play while automatically follow
the transcription. It’s possible to
select a specific keyword and
the record will immediately show
where in the interaction the
word was pronounced, including
improper language.
In the Full Transcription area,
you can download the complete
script in .xls format and search
by keywords.
A Sentiment Graph is also available,
making it possible to listen the call
record while analysing the peaks
of sentiment.

Activate new
digital experiences.
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